Objective: This paper describes a methodology which enables computer-aided support for the planning, visualization and execution of personalized patient treatments in a specific healthcare process, taking into account complex temporal constraints and the allocation of institutional resources. To this end, a translation from a time-annotated computerinterpretable guideline (CIG) model of a clinical protocol into a temporal hierarchical task network (HTN) planning domain is presented.
1. Introduction
Background and motivation
The clinical treatment of a patient with a specific disease can be a complex process involving multiple clinical tasks. These tasks may be carried out by di↵erent participants (physicians, nurses, medical technicians, etc.), and the decisions to be made during the care process must consider a variety of di↵erent factors, including the patient's specific profile, complex drug administration protocols with temporal constraints, and the availability of institutional material or human resources. Over the years, clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) and protocols have been developed to help doctors manage patient care for di↵erent diseases [1, 2] . These CPGs comprise written guidelines describing the evidence-based procedures to be followed during diagnosis, treatment, and clinical decision making for a specific disease, based on years of accumulated medical experience.
While text-based CPGs o↵er doctors invaluable guidance, they can be di cult to use in an actual scenario [3] .
These guidelines can include tens or even hundreds of pages of complex information, vocabulary and diagrams dealing with multiple aspects of care and treatment. At the same time, every patient that the doctor or clinical team must follow presents a specific profile, making it di cult to apply the guidelines without errors. The di culty increases with the number of patients to be monitored, especially where the patients su↵er from di↵erent conditions and, therefore, must be cared for using di↵erent clinical protocols. So while it is clear that the existence of standard procedures and protocols is beneficial for the patient, they can also become a source of stress and increased complexity for clinicians [4] .
Fortunately, over the past decade, technology has been partially successful in overcoming these handicaps and simplifying the application of such protocols [5] . Specifically, formal languages to represent computer-interpretable guidelines (CIGs) were developed in order to integrate these clinical protocols into IT-supported environments [6, 7] . These languages provide formalisms for specifying knowledge related to these protocols, such as decision criteria and time-oriented aspects of treatment. Nonetheless, although CIG languages are quite user-friendly for the guideline acquisition phase, their runtime engines usually do not include support for the automated generation of patient-tailored treatment plans, and even less are they able to incorporate temporal [8, 9] and resource constraints in the application of such protocols. As a result, care plans-known as multidisciplinary clinical pathways, or simply care pathways [10] -remain paper-based and limited in their application.
Care pathways model an extended process of patient-centered care, specifying key events, clinical exams and assessments that have been shown to produce the best outcomes, within the limits of the resources available, for an appropriate episode of care [11] . Care pathways are increasingly seen as a means to put clinical guidelines in practice by interdisciplinary teams, as they help reduce patient uncertainty and delays, improve resource utilization and enhance e ciency savings, and encourage family-centered care [12] . While these pathways were not traditionally embedded into IT-supported environments, several initiatives to formalize them have recently arisen [13] . Moreover, the new trend is to code organizational arrangements into systems as scheduling and workflow engines [14] .
For relatively predictable trajectories of care, these pathways can be e↵ective in supporting proactive care management and ensuring that patients receive relevant clinical interventions and/or assessments in a timely manner. This can improve service quality and e ciency without adverse consequences for patients, providing an e↵ective mechanism for promoting adherence to guidelines [15] .
Objective
Our main goal is to develop a methodology to achieve the automated guideline-based generation of care pathways which can be used for long-term patient care. This is not a trivial task, especially considering the possibility of complex temporal constraints. Indeed, the management of uncertainty and temporal factors is highly relevant in the context of CIGs [16, 17] , as can be observed in a recently published research agenda [8] . In fact, one of the issues in this agenda, which has begun to be explored, is the identification of candidate actions (initially represented in a clinical guideline)
for the care process, something that is actually related to the automated generation of care pathways.
In any case, research in artificial intelligence (AI) has shown that the complexity of temporal inference is strictly related to the expressivity of temporal languages [8] . Specifically, both CIG languages and planning & scheduling (P&S) languages have been shown to be very expressive in terms of their representation of temporal constraints [8, 18] , but they provide di↵erent capabilities. As already mentioned, CIG languages are user-friendly for the knowledge acquisition phase, but their associated inference engines [19] do not provide support for the generation of end-to-end tailored treatment plans. On the other hand, traditional AI P&S languages and techniques have shown their potential for representing and interpreting temporal information, allowing the automated generation of time-annotated plans and the allocation of hospital resources to tasks [20] . AI P&S planning languages are instrumental, in the sense that they make knowledge interpretable and then actionable by other software components. Furthermore, the hierarchical task network (HTN) planning paradigm [21, 18] is well-known for its capacity to represent knowledge about human-centric processes (which it does similarly to some CIG-based representations), making it an appropriate technique to both represent a clinical protocol and reason about it. Building on previous work in these areas, the methodology presented in this paper uses knowledge engineering techniques in order to translate workflow and temporal patterns found in a clinical guideline (provided as input and encoded in a standard CIG language), into a representation able to be reasoned out by a temporal HTN planner.
In previous work [20] , we have shown how to represent clinical protocols directly with our HTN language, described later in subsection 2.3. That work made us aware of the di culties inherent in using traditional planning languages, even for expert knowledge engineers. In addition, we also presented in [22] a method for automatically generating HTN planning domain and problem specifications from process models modeled by means of the well-known business process modeling notation (BPMN). However, that method did not address how to represent and translate temporal information, given the poor support provided by the BPMN standard for the representation of complex temporal patterns [23] . The current paper is designed to address this issue, specifically for the domain of clinical protocols management.
We use here the same guideline (for Hodgkin's disease) that we used in [20] , but model it using a guideline language, as described later.
In this paper, we first show the similarities between the representational structure of CIG languages and the HTN planning paradigm, focusing on the representation of temporal patterns and using Asbru [24] as representative of CIG languages. We thus propose a methodological approach for translation of the knowledge present in a CIG-based protocol modeled with Asbru into a corresponding temporal HTN planning domain model. Starting from an automated knowledge acquisition process where the CIG structural and temporal information is analyzed and translated into a corresponding HTN domain, and following a knowledge-driven process based on P&S techniques, a plan can be obtained that includes temporally annotated steps to be carried out for the patient's treatment. Our procedure can automatically generate a patient-tailored care pathway that can later be deployed into any executable form (e.g., a
workflow engine for plan visualization and execution), providing the cornerstone for the development of guideline-based careflow management systems [25, 26] . This provides immediate access to modern technologies, like business process management (BPM) tools, which have recently been used for supporting healthcare processes [27] .
Note that the aim of this paper is not to facilitate the modeling of the original protocol with a specific CIG language (an important task, and one that has already been the subject of multiple studies in the area). In the current work, we assume that a specific protocol has already been modeled with a CIG representation language. Our interest is how to automatically obtain a temporal HTN planning domain from this preexisting CIG-based model. The results of this process can then be used to enable the generation, visualization and execution of customized patient care pathways. In addition, while this paper pays special attention to the translation of CIG temporal constraints into a temporal HTN planning formalism, issues relating to consistency checking of temporal constraints are beyond the scope of this work.
Such issues are directly managed by a temporal HTN planner, and have been previously addressed by some authors of this work in a previous paper [18] . Nonetheless, a further explanation of this planning process can be found in Section
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the languages used and the methodology followed. Section 3 explains the rules used for the translation, including the temporal patterns analyzed in both languages. Section 4 details the algorithm for the translation. In section 5 we apply the results to a specific case study, and explain how temporal constraints are managed and checked by the planner. Section 6 discusses these results, and section 7 shows some related work. Finally, section 8 presents our conclusions and suggestions for future work.
Methods and materials
This section describes the life-cycle of the methodology developed. It also includes a brief overview of the CIG and P&S languages used, and it explains why a translation like the one proposed makes sense.
Overview of the approach
The methodology presented in this paper is shown in Figure 1 . Specifically, we model a clinical protocol, using the Asbru CIG language and following a specific case study-the Hodgkin's disease protocol-in pediatric oncology, described in section 5. The methodology is based on the real needs of oncologists, who must organize their work plan weeks or months before the start of treatment to ensure high-quality and safe patient care. Our aim is to translate the Asbru model into a corresponding HTN planning domain, enabling the automated generation of care pathways through a knowledge-driven process. The pathways so obtained can then be deployed in the form of a careflow, thus o↵ering ubiquitous, user-friendly access (e.g., mobile or PDA-based) to a workflow engine, providing a communication channel for the care team. This facilitates the execution of every step in the pathway, and allows the oncologist to check, through customized triggers embedded into the workflow engine, that the steps are carried out following the temporal patterns initially specified in the original guideline.
The following two sections describe the languages involved in the translation, Asbru and HPDL. Then, section 2.4 o↵ers additional insights into why the features introduced by the HTN technology are appropriate in this scenario. The remainder of the paper includes more details about how the generation of patient-specific care pathways, based on HTN and CIG languages, has been carried out. Figure 1 
CIG languages: Asbru
Di↵erent CIG language have been developed in recent years, aimed at managing di↵erent aspects of modeling for guidelines [6, 19] . Since the translation of temporal patterns is one of our main research aims, the methodology presented here is applied to Asbru [24] , given its known capacity to model time-oriented aspects of guidelines.
Furthermore, Asbru follows a hierarchical decomposition of guidelines into networks of component tasks that include temporal constraints, known as Task Network Models (TNM), which are also followed by the target HTN planning language described later. Fortunately, many existing CIG languages are TNM-based as well, and so the methodology can easily be adapted to any other language that shares the organization of plan components, and that can express multiple arrangements of these components and the interrelationships between them [6] .
Asbru is an task-specific, time-oriented and intention-based plan representation language designed to embody CPG's and protocols as skeletal plans [28, 29] . Each of these skeletal plans corresponds to a possible step in the guideline, and consists of a plan-body that can be composed of either subplans (e.g., a set of steps performed in parallel or sequentially), a cyclical-plan (repeated several times), plan-activations (a call to another plan), or a user-performed step (a specific action performed by the user). In addition, di↵erent time-annotated conditions can be attached for the selection of plans, or the transition of a plan between multiple states.
Thus, the introduction of a tightly coupled control loop between the generation and execution of plans (i.e., continual planning) makes Asbru very compelling for the management of CPGs, especially in high-frequency domains, e.g., for use in intensive care units [30] . Even so, our aim is to support low-frequency domains, where the introduction of workflow capabilities would greatly enhance the human-centered execution of long-term care pathways. Also, note that what is relevant for this paper are the powerful knowledge representation capabilities of Asbru and the similarities that it presents with HPDL, described later.
Hierarchical task network planning: HPDL
From a practical point of view, the HTN planning paradigm [21, 31] can be seen as more than merely another way to represent heuristic and control knowledge to speed up planners. Rather, it introduces ad hoc procedural knowledge that guides the search of a primitive action-based planner. Indeed, the knowledge representation scheme on which HTN planning is based is useful for addressing a great many practical problems, since it makes it possible to express expert knowledge in terms of a representation which is very similar to how human knowledge is usually structured. This last feature is especially interesting in a complex arena like the clinical domain.
Specifically, the HPDL planning language [18] , is an HTN extension of the well-known planning language PDDL [32] , where planning specifications are divided into a planning domain (domain objects, predicates, actions and tasks), designed as a hierarchy of tasks representing compound and atomic activities (see the right-hand side of Figure 2 ), and a planning problem, where object instances, initial states and a set of goals are outlined. In such hierarchical domains, it is possible to describe how every compound task may be decomposed into di↵erent subtasks-and the order these tasks must follow-by using di↵erent decomposition methods. These methods include a precondition that must be satisfied by the world state in order for the method to be applicable by the planner. 1 Furthermore, HPDL might represent control structures that define both the execution order (sequence, parallel, split, or join) and the control flow logic of processes (conditional and iterative). For this purpose the planning language allows subtasks in a method to be either sequenced, in which case they appear between parentheses (T1,T2), or split, in which case they appear between braces [T1,T2].
Thus, an appropriate combination of these syntactic forms may result in split, join, or split-join control structs.
The HTN planning strategy is known to be very useful in real-world applications. A recent study described how di↵erent planning paradigms, including HTN, can provide support for the execution of CIGs [17] . Actually, it has already shown to support clinical decisions and processes in medical treatments. More details about the language, and how it can be used in the clinical domain, can be explored in [18, 20] .
Why does a translation make sense?
The main motivation of the translation presented is to make the most of the capability provided by HTN planning techniques to obtain customized plans that respect di↵erent patient profiles or di↵erent constraints about resources, something that cannot be done initially using only Asbru. We take the original workflow from the clinical process modeled in Asbru, translate it into an HTN model, and add these constraints in order to obtain personalized care pathways.
Another relevant factor is the simplicity and user-friendliness of both languages. While Asbru o↵ers a machine and human-readable language based on extensible markup language (XML), with a fixed (and perhaps excessively broad) vocabulary, HPDL o↵ers a declarative Lisp-based syntax, which is somewhat cumbersome for the end-user, but highly flexible and powerful in terms of knowledge representation and reasoning, since it is based on first-order logic.
Furthermore, since Asbru was developed as a domain-specific language in the medical arena, it is appropriate for the knowledge acquisition and representation of clinical protocols, a step that is usually carried out by humans. On the other hand, HPDL is a domain-independent language that o↵ers su cient power and flexibility to represent and reason about not only the protocol itself, but also patient profiles, possible resources, or other potentially relevant requirements or constraints (e.g., drug costs or sta↵ availability). It thus can be customized as needed for the development of a decision support system.
Of the languages studied in [19] , PROforma [34] and GLARE [35] are the only approaches that have two component sublanguages, one for the guideline acquisition phase, and another processed in an execution module (all other approaches require a custom-developed execution engine). The presented methodology can be seen as a similar approach for Asbru, but where the result of the translation goes beyond achieving a step-by-step interpretation of the guideline. In this case, Asbru models are translated into HTN domains, which are then interpreted by a state-of-the-art planner responsible for both checking the consistency of temporal constraints and delivering a careflow that unfolds over time, and which is personalized for the patient profile and the institution's resources. This is possible since the HTN planner, besides managing and reasoning about temporal constraints, provides support for the allocation of institutional resources for each step in the care pathway generated, interweaving deliberative reasoning and temporal constraints validation. The consistency checking process is presented in Section 5.2.3 and a more detailed description can be found in [18] .
Thus, we can think of the translation presented in this paper as a set of layers for knowledge acquisition, where the first layer is the modeling in Asbru (of course, this would be even easier if Asbru had a corresponding higher-level graphical representation, e.g. in the style of BPMN [36] ), and a corresponding lowest-level representation is obtained in a literal-based language like HPDL. Interpreting this model with an HTN planner then generates a plan that can be visualized in a user-friendly way (e.g., a Gantt Diagram), and that can later be deployed into an executable format (e.g., a BPM suite or workflow engine [37, 38] ). Therefore, the HTN planner can provide support for human-centric processes, like the follow-up of a patient's treatment, while considering the hospital's resources and the patient profile, and using the expert knowledge expressed initially in a clinical protocol modeled using a domain-specific language like Asbru. This is specially interesting for low-frequency domains where it may be relevant to have these plans prepared in advance.
Finally, it is important to highlight that Asbru models can be translated into HPDL domains, with which they share several structural similarities. a) Asbru skeletal plans are equivalent to HPDL compound tasks or primitive actions. b) Both use a hierarchical structure, with skeletal plans selected using filter-preconditions in Asbru and tasks selected using methods preconditions in HPDL. c) Both can represent di↵erent task ordering schemas. Finally, d) both are powerful and expressive for the representation and interpretation of temporal constraints. Some of these similarities between the languages are presented in Figure 2 . Specifically, the figure shows two consecutive chemotherapy cycles, where the second begins 28 days after the start of the first.
We now describe the mapping between the languages. Specifically, the next section is devoted to the representation of temporal constraints. The steps depicted in Figure 1 are analyzed in section 5. Figure 2 
Mapping Asbru to the HTN formalism
This section shows that the Asbru modeling constructs presented previously have a counterpart HTN representation. Although obtaining intensional declarative knowledge from a more extensional XML model is complex, a knowledge engineering method is described to extract a corresponding HTN domain from a CIG-based clinical protocol, using a specific subset of the Asbru language. Section 5 presents a concrete case study. Our proposal does not support the entire Asbru schema, given its broad vocabulary, but is limited to the following Asbru constructs (for the sake of simplicity, The translator does not deal with elements that are specifically designed to represent the Asbru state model (e.g., setup, completed, aborted, suspended, etc.), since this state model is intended specifically for reactive domains. Our proposal to extend our decision support system to more dynamic domains is explained at the end of subsection 7.
Objects and types
The two languages have similar data models. While Asbru types are defined by the element scale-def, HPDL types are arranged as a hierarchy where 'object' is the upper node, and described in a section called(:types. Thus, a translation must be carried out from every qualitative scale-def to a corresponding HPDL type, so that each qualitative-entry is declared as a constant in the domain. 3. If it is composed of an 'if-then-else' block, where an argument is evaluated and di↵erent plan-activations are carried out for every argument value, this will be translated as several HPDL task methods, where every method precondition is the one defined on every 'if' statement, and the method body is a call to the corresponding HPDL task (the 'plan-schema' activated).
Skeletal plans

Analysis of temporal knowledge
The analysis of Asbru temporal constraints, and their translation into their counterpart HTN representation, comprise one of the most di cult and important components of the methodology described here. Accuracy in this realm is crucial to ensure that the original clinical protocol is retained in automatically generated care pathways. This subsection shows how the multiple temporal constraints that can be described in Asbru can be represented with HPDL (supported by the formalism of [9] ), in order to introduce the translation algorithm later presented in section 4.
Asbru is able to manage the representation of multiple task ordering schemas, commonly known as basic workflow patterns [39] (parallel, sequential, unordered or any-order). The representation of these workflow patterns with HPDL has been already studied in [18] , where, through a proof of concept, it was shown that these workflow patterns can be used to represent clinical protocols in HPDL [20] . Moreover, the translation of these workflow patterns from business process models to HPDL has been described in [22] . Therefore, the analysis carried out in the following subsections is specifically focused on time annotations, synchronization or delays between tasks, and also on repetitive or cyclical temporal patterns.
Time annotations
Asbru time annotations [24] are used to constrain the temporal occurrence of plan elements (including the plans themselves). A time annotation can include three time ranges constraining start time, end time and duration of the interval. These constraints are defined as time shifts relative to a reference point, making it possible to easily define them relative to an event not known at plan creation time (e.g., the start of a plan). The plan starts within a specific
starting time interval (SI, defined as [ESS, LSS]) and finishes within a finishing time interval (FI, defined as [EFS, LFS]). Furthermore, its duration has to be within the duration interval (DI, defined as [minDur, maxDur]).
Asbru time annotations can be equivalently represented with HPDL temporal annotations [18] . In the case of HPDL, every primitive action or compound task a i has two time points, start(a i ) and end(a i ). Therefore, given a time-annotated Asbru skeletal plan T (remember that an Asbru model is composed of several skeletal plans, and that these skeletal plans are equivalent to HPDL tasks or actions), it can be expressed with an equivalent HPDL task or action A more complex issue is the management of the reference time points that can appear in an Asbru model: a fixed point in time, a reference to a plan activation, or a set of cyclical time points. We focus next on the last two.
Time-annotated references to plan activations
This mechanism allows us to synchronize the timeline of skeletal plans. Such synchonization is very common in clinical guidelines, e.g., to establish delays between two specific chemotherapy cycles. For example, to synchronize a plan B with the start of another plan A, B can refer to 'A entering activated state', while to synchronize with the end of plan A it can refer to 'A leaving completed state'. Furthermore, a delay can be added with respect to the referenced plan.
See, for example, the sequence of two CycleOPPA skeletal plan activations in Listing 1, where the second is activated 28 days after the end of the first. These kinds of reference points are represented by the elements 'plan-state-transition'
and 'plan-pointer' in Asbru, and can be similarly represented by so-called temporal landmarks [18] in HPDL.
These HPDL temporal landmarks are asserted on planning time in the current state . Later on, they may be recovered and posted as deadlines to other tasks in order to synchronize two or more activities. This is done by means Listing 1: Asbru time-annotated references to plan activations <plan name='TWO-OPPA'> <plan-body> <subplans type='sequentially'> <plan-activation> <plan-schema name='CycleOPPA'/> </plan-activation> <plan-activation> <plan-schema name='CycleOPPA'> <time-annotation> <time-range> <starting-shift> <earliest> <numerical-constant unit='d' value='28'/> </earliest> </starting-shift> </time-range> <reference-point> <plan-state-transition instance-type='last' state='activated'> <plan-pointer> <static-plan-pointer plan-name='CycleOPPA'/> </plan-pointer> </plan-state-transition> </reference-point> </time-annotation> </plan-schema> </plan-activation> </subplans> </plan-body> of deductive inference tasks of the form (:inline <p><c>), fired when the expression <p> is satisfied by the current treatment state, providing additional bindings for variables or asserting/retracting literals into the planner's knowledge base, depending on the expression <c>. Figure 3 Figure 4 Thus, when a plan activation is time-annotated, shifts regarding the pointed plan can be expressed using a Delay task in HPDL. By using such a task, two temporal landmarks s and d can be defined (see Figure 3) . The first landmark, s, is defined within the task corresponding to the plan pointed by the plan-pointer (see Listing 1), and will mark either the start (if the 'state' attribute is 'activated') or the end of the task (if the 'state' attribute is 'completed'). Then, we define the Delay task ( Figure 4 ) such that it contains the definition of the second landmark, d, which points to the end of the Delay task. The duration of the delay also has to be specified when it is used (see Figure 5 ). The special variables ?start, ?end and ?duration are used to temporally annotate the delayed tasks with respect to the asserted landmarks. For example, in Figure 5 , the second CycleOPPA is delayed so as to commence 28 days after the end of the first. This is carried out by defining the landmark s within CycleOPPA (i.e., (assign (cstart OPPA) ?start)), declaring that the Delay task lasts 28 days and starts after temporal landmark s, and, finally, declaring that the second CycleOPPA must start after the temporal landmark d (i.e., (last-completed OPPA), defined inside the Delay task itself; see Figure 4 ).
The corresponding definition of a compound task in HPDL (CycleOPPA), representing the parallel execution of four drug administration cycles, is shown in Figure 5 (note that task CommonInit is the equivalent HPDL representation of skeletal plan 'TWO-OPPA' in Listing 1). Figure 5 
Cyclical time annotations
Besides temporal annotations, Asbru also has specific temporal semantics for cyclical plans, called cyclical time annotations (see Listing 2) . The di↵erence between the two is that the latter is a more complex specification for the reference time point, consisting of a time point, an o↵set and a frequency. Also, a times-completed condition can be specified to determine the number of repetitions for the plan.
We describe next how to represent cyclical tasks with HPDL. To that end, we employ a high-level formalism developed by Anselma et al. [9] . This formalism shares some similarities with Asbru cyclical time annotations and can Listing 2: An abstract cyclical plan for drug administration <plan name='CicloAdministrar'> <arguments> <argument name='drug' s-or-not='set' type='Drug'/> <argument name='dose' s-or-not='set' type='amount'/> <argument name='mindur' s-or-not='scalar' type='time'/> <argument name='maxdur' s-or-not='scalar' type='time'/> <argument name='fromstart' s-or-not='scalar' type='time'/> <argument name='freq' s-or-not='scalar' type='time'/> <argument name='nrep' s-or-not='scalar' type='amount'/> <argument name='partof' s-or-not='set' type='CycleType'/> </arguments> <plan-body> <cyclical-plan> <cyclical-plan-body> <plan-activation>
<cyclical-complete-condition> <times-completed number='nrep'/> </cyclical-complete-condition> </set-of-cyclical-complete-conditions> </cyclical-plan> </plan-body> </plan> be represented in HPDL as well. The following primitives are considered at the moment:
• fromStart(min, max). Represents a delay between the start of the timespan within which the actions are to take place and the beginning of the first repetition. It is similar to Asbru's <offset>. In HPDL a predicate (fromStart ?t ?c ?o) can be added, encoding that the task t has an o↵set o with respect to the start of cycle c.
• inBetween(min, max). Represents a delay between the end of each repetition and the start of the next one. It is similar to Asbru's <frequency> element. In HPDL a predicate (inBetween ?t ?c ?f) can be added, encoding that the task t has a repetition frequency f within cycle c.
• NRep. Represents the number of repetitions to be carried out. It is similar to Asbru's <times-completed> element. In HPDL a function (NRep ?t ?c)can be added, encoding that task t repeats n times within cycle c.
• RepDur. Represents the time taken by each repetition. It is similar to Asbru's <duration> element. In HPDL a predicate (RepDur ?t ?c ?lt)can be added , encoding that task t within cycle c has a duration lt.
The predicates used for the definition of temporal landmarks (cstart ?cq) and (last completed ?cq) need to be included as well, along with those identifying the start date for the treatment of patient p (startdate ?p ?ini) and the beginning of an operation c in a cycle cq for patient p, (started loop ?c ?cq ?p). These predicates are all used to represent and manage cyclical plans in HPDL, by incorporating them in the definition of a cyclical task that will be instantiated with initial state values for those predicates, as explained next. In addition, when a plan is defined using a 'cyclical-plan-body', we assume that it has to be declared with at least the following arguments (see Listing 2): freq, nrep, fromstart, mindur, maxdur, partof. We also include drug and dose, since they are included in our case study, the Hodgkin's clinical guideline.
The following shows how, to represent a cyclical task with HPDL (following the temporal formalism of [9] ), predicate instances are used in the problem file to define the cycle specification (repetitions, o↵set, delay and duration) (see lines 1-5 of Listing 3). For example, from an activation of a cyclical plan, as in Listing 2, where nrep=15, drug=prednisona and partof =OPPA, the fluent (= (NRep Prednisona OPPA) 15)is extracted, in order to express that the drug is administered 15 times within the chemotherapy cycle known as OPPA. Those predicates are used in order to instantiate a cyclical task that is defined in terms of methods prepare, loop and base (Listing 3):
• The prepare method identifies the start of the cycle by means of the started loop predicate (line 18), binds the ?N variable to value 0 (line 14), and assigns the temporal landmark (last-completed ?c) the instantiation time for this task (line 17).
• The do loop checks as a precondition that N  NRep and that the loop has already started (lines [23] [24] . If it is the first iteration (N=0), then the delay to be used is extracted from the fromStart value (line 28), and if N > 0 then the delay is extracted from the inBetween value (line 30). Lines 32-37 are used to determine whether or not the administration is 'continuous'. Lines 39-40 recover temporal landmarks for the last iteration end time, and modify it again by means of a Delay task which increases this temporal landmark (last-completed ?drug) -the Delay task is shown at the end of Listing 3 and the primitive action to administer drugs is shown in Listing 4. It does this by setting the corresponding delay duration using the delay inbetween value acquired previously, and calling the primitive action for the administration of the drug with a fixed start time equal to the updated last completed value (line 41). Finally, the cyclical task is invoked again (line 46) for iteration K = N + 1 (checking that the inBetween value is not 0).
• The base method simply checks the base case to stop the cycle (N NRep), negating the started loop predicate instance in that case (lines [49] [50] [51] [52] . Now that we have seen how to map Asbru components into HPDL, the following section details the translation algorithm.
Generation of HPDL code
An overview of the algorithm to generate HPDL code, taking into account all the mapping rules previously described, can be observed in Algorithm 1. Basically, the algorithm generates the corresponding HPDL domain (with plan-pointer to another skeletal plan (i.e., a time-annotated reference to a plan). This is needed in order to detect in advance which temporal landmarks must be declared when defining the task bodies (through an 'assign' operation carried out with an ':inline' method; see Figure 5 ). 3.2. Translate plan activations. Next it is explained how the translation of plan activations that can be found in the parsed skeletal plans is carried out. First, we consider the case where the plan activation Pa n has associated a time annotation ta n .
Let re f 2 K be the plan pointer referenced in ta n and ESS the value of the earliest-starting-shift value in ta n . Let T n be the task called, corresponding to the plan activated in Pa n . a) If ref.state is activated then the following expressions are prepended to call (T n ), as follows:
state is completed then the following expressions are prepended to call (T n ), as follows:
Of course, the generated domain will be di↵erent for other time annotations, but the current example serves for the case study presented in this paper.
Second, in the case of cyclical plans, the translation must also carry out the generation of the predicate instances in the problem file. If Pa n activates a skeletal plan that is composed of a 'cyclical-plan-body', the following predicate instances must be extracted from the argument values in Pa n , and put into Problem P:
• (= Nrep (drug.value partof.value nrep.value)),
• (FromS tart drug.value partof.value o↵set.value),
• (Repdur drug.value partof.value mindur.value maxdur.value),
• (inBetween drug.value partof.value freq.value).
4. Add patient profile and resources. The workflow specified in an oncology treatment protocol does not include details related to which human and material resources are involved in the therapy planning process. These must be represented and managed in order to truly support clinical processes and decisions within a specific institution.
Furthermore, the Asbru language does not have much capacity to deal with the representation of patient information.
Thus, although we can automatically generate all the control-flow and temporal information present in the original Asbru model, we need to add:
• An initial state describing information belonging to the patient profile. This information will be used to drive decisions in the HTN model. Thus, corresponding predicates will be generated in the planning domain file, and instances will be defined for the patient in the planning problem file. Also, a start date for the patient's treatment must be included. This will be added as a precondition to the initial root task of the HTN planning model.
;;definition of predicates in the domain (sex ?patient ?s-gender) (group ?patient ?g-group)
;; instances for patient Job in the problem (sex Job M) (group Job Group3) ;;start date for treatment (startdate Job '08/11/2011 08:00:00')
• resource constraints, mainly related to the oncologists' availability schedule. Since capacity and availability dates of discrete resources can be represented in HPDL, using a generalization of timed initial literals [18] , information about when the oncologists in charge of the treatment are available can be included: Similarly, it is necessary to include knowledge about the oncologists available to carry out a concrete activity. This is done by modifying the schema of the durative-action generated automatically, including a new parameter (?ooncologist), a condition (at start (available ?o)), and a metatag (:tag resource ?o).
This way, the planner considering the new condition is always able to assign resources that are available for a concrete action.
• It is also necessary to add the task goal, which basically contains a call to the initial task, with parameters expressing the patient's name and gender, being the latter important for decisions in our case study.
(:tasks-goal :tasks((Init Job M)) ))
The experiments carried out using the Hodgkin's disease protocol are described in the following section.
Results: the Hodgkin's disease protocol
This section describes the results of a case study in which the methodology described in this paper was applied in the context of a regional project called OncoTheraper. OncoTheraper is a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) developed [20] in the Andalusian Public Health System and designed for the automated generation of patient-tailored treatment plans in pediatric oncology. The system was initially based on the modeling of clinical protocols using the HPDL language. However, this modeling is not trivial, so new knowledge engineering techniques were developed (section 3) to simplify the modeling stage.
Context
In the absence of supportive technology, pediatric oncologists in the Andalusian Public Health System produce treatment plans manually, as text documents. The process is complicated and time-consuming, with doctors having to account for multiple possible drug and treatment protocols, and individual patient profiles which may influence treatment. IT support for clinical decision making at this crucial stage would help the system meet its goals of providing quality healthcare while ensuring patient safety and e cient provision of service.
Our study focuses on the Hodgkin's disease clinical protocol developed by the Spanish Society of Pediatric Oncology (SSPO). Hodgkin's disease serves as a good example for our approach, as its management is complex, and successful treatment requires full compliance with the clinical protocol. The oncologist's main tasks in planning treatment for this disease are to schedule chemotherapy and radiotherapy and ensure monitoring of the patient.
A schema of the treatment workflow process indicated in such a protocol, as well as the timing for administration of each chemotherapy cycle (OPPA, OEPA and COPP), is outlined in [20] . Figure 6 
Experiments
We carried out the steps shown in Figure 6 to illustrate the contribution of the methodology described in this paper. Figure 6 is actually a detailed view of Figure 1 for the Hodgkin's disease protocol. (Step 6 was not carried out, since the plan repair component is a work in progress by other colleagues in our research group.) The aim of this experiment is to show that:
1. A transformation can be carried out between the Asbru and HPDL models using the mapping procedure described in this paper.
2. The HPDL language can correctly represent and reason about the temporal patterns related to the management of the protocol needed to develop a care pathway (e.g., cycles, synchronizations and delays, and also the temporal availability of resources).
3. The HTN planner can improve the generation of long-term patient care plans which dynamically manage temporal constraints that (a) are not known at the start of the process and (b) are not explicitly defined in the protocol as absolute constraints (i.e., they are dynamic constraints relative to other activities or temporal intervals).
4. Although Asbru cannot describe either the patient's profile or the hospital's resources, the HPDL model automatically generated from the Asbru model can be augmented with these data. This puts the control flow information provided by the original guideline in the context of a real use case, providing support for decision making adapted to realistic constraints and thereby increasing the power of the model. Note that the results described are directly related to the development of the CIG connector (see Figure 6 ), and that some of the other steps, like the electronic health record (EHR) or hospital information system (HIS) connector or the exception handling unit, are still work in progress being carried out by other members of our research group. Nonetheless, Figure 6 is shown to contextualize the final aim and contributions of the results described. The steps carried out are described in the following subsections.
Acquisition and formulation of the guideline
First, the clinical guideline is described by experts in natural language (70 pages of text) based on oncologists' experience described in the Hodgkin's disease guideline provided by the SSPO. Then, it is modeled with DELT/A (the Document Exploration and Linking Tool [40] ) to produce a computer-interpretable XML-based Asbru model of the guideline. Basically, the actions to be carried out are described as di↵erent skeletal plans that are arranged hierarchically. The di↵erent fragments of the model being defined can be associated with the original text guideline through hyperlinks. Figure 7 
Generation of the temporal HTN model
Once the Asbru model is finished, a translation to HPDL is necessary. To that end, a Java tool called Asbru2HPDL
(available at http://gitorious.org/asbru2hpdl, accessed 12 July 2012) has been developed. This tool carries out two basic steps: (a) The knowledge present in the Asbru model is acquired by parsing it into a memory structure (a set of java classes). This step is supported by the NanoXML library, a light XML parser that simplifies this task. (b) This memory structure is serialized into an HPDL domain and problem, as described in section 4.
The result is a planning domain (see stage 2 of Figure 6 ) built around a high-level task goal, which is subsequently decomposed by the planner following the strategy declared by the compound tasks, primitive actions and temporal constraints found in the HTN domain previously translated from the formal representation of the guideline in Asbru.
Predicate instances that explicitly define the temporal specification of cyclical tasks are automatically added to the problem file.
Generating the care pathway
Using these HPDL domain and problem files as input, the HTN planner can find a solution for the problem of obtaining a plan tailored to a patient profile (step 3 of Figure 6 ), while respecting the available resources [20] -the main motivation for the development of the translation methodology presented in this paper. This is possible since we use HTN P&S techniques. Table 1 shows a fragment of a care pathway personalized for patient Job. Table 1 The generation of a care pathway is based on a planning process (described in more detail in [18] ) where a state-based forward HTN planning algorithm decomposes the top-level set of tasks (provided as input) and its sub-tasks.
The algorithm selects the appropriate decomposition method for each case according to the current state (provided as input), and following the order constraints posted in task decomposition schemes as a search-control strategy.
Specifically, it follows a deliberative reasoning process that explores the space of possible decompositions found in the planning domain, replacing a given task by its component activities, which may be either primitive or compound, until the initial set of tasks is transformed into a set of primitive actions that make up the plan. A key feature of this planning system is that the deliberative planning process is interwoven with a temporal reasoning process supported by a simple temporal constraints network (STN) that underlies the plan in construction. Temporal knowledge can be managed by the planning process thanks to the handling of metric time over this STN-that is, a structure (X, D, C)
such that X is the set of temporal points, D is the domain of every variable, and C is the set of all temporal constraints posted (see [18] for more details). During plan generation, a plan is deployed over the STN following a simple schema:
every primitive action a i included in a plan owns two time points start(a i ) and end(a i ), and every compound task t i decomposed during the planning process generates two time points start(t i ) and end(t i ), which bound the time points of its sub-tasks. These temporal constraints are encoded as absolute constraints with respect to the absolute start point of a STN. All the time points share the same domain [0, 1), but it is important to note that the constraints in C (which are described in the planning domain) support the description of flexible temporal constraints by defining earliest and latest execution times for start/end points associated with every task or action. For example, it is possible to encode constraints of the form ((and (>= ?start date1)(<= ?start date2)) (t)) which provide flexibility for the start time of t's execution, indicating that t should start neither earlier than date1 nor later than date2.
Whenever a compound or primitive task is added to the plan, all time points and constraints of the STN are posted, propagated and validated automatically. The mechanism used to check temporal consistency in the STN is based on the well-known PC-2 [41] algorithm. 2 This mechanism allows the planner to manage not only explicit temporal constraints derived from quantitative constraints described in the domain, but also implicit temporal constraints derived from qualitative order constraints expressed in any decomposition scheme. For example, implicit constraints between actions (e.g., start(t i ) <= end(t j ) or end(t i ) start(t j ) = duration) that are not explicitly expressed in the HPDL domain (but implicitly expressed as sequences of tasks in a decomposition method) are directly derived and posted on the STN and checked during plan generation. On the other hand, explicit constraints like the permutation of actions, represented explicitly in HPDL as < t 1 , t 2 > (i.e. t 1 before t 2 OR t 2 before t 1 ) , are also allowed. In this case, the planner select one of the possible permutation choices, and poses the constraints of the selected permutation to the STN. If the constraint checking process detects that the choice is not consistent, the backtracking process of the planner will choose another possible path, and send it again to PC-2, until a consistent option is found. In addition, the consistency of implicit temporal constraints involved in plan subplan relations is also granted, since the time points of subtasks of any task t are bound and embraced by the time points of t, which means that subtasks inherit the constraints of their higher-level task. This makes it possible to represent and reason about temporal constraints derived from hierarchical decompositions.
Thus, the interaction of the consistency checking and the management of temporal constraints with the planning process is key in our approach. It is important to note that this temporal planning process is designed to find legal executable care pathways from a CIG provided as input. If at planning time, an inconsistency is detected in the STN during the decomposition of a given task t, the search process backtracks and tries to find another valid decomposition for t, looking at its alternative decomposition methods. This search process continues until the space of alternative decompositions is completely explored. In the case where a temporally inconsistent guideline is provided as input, the temporal HTN model will also be inconsistent. No legal executable pathway can be found and, therefore, the planner will return a FAIL.
Plan visualization and delivery
This plan can be visualized as a Gantt diagram or translated into a workflow instance that can be executed in a BPM engine (stages 4 and 5 of Figure 6 ), which would be ideal for environments where doctors have to carry out the treatment collaboratively. The optional translation into a workflow model was already described in [38] . This last step provides an execution model of the plan, given that the planner does not yet include an embedded execution and monitoring engine, but is currently being developed.
We first tried to obtain a treatment plan using the only freely available Asbru interpreter. However, several problems were found. Specifically, the state model followed by this interpreter is complicated and designed for continual planning.
Therefore, for it to run correctly, a set of time-annotated input parameters have to be injected into the engine, and several extra conditions (mainly filter and complete-conditions) have to be attached for every skeletal plan. Even then, the resulting care plan cannot be restricted to available resources, and its presentation is not user-friendly. We therefore found it inappropriate for our goal of o↵ering IT support that will improve the care planning process. Consequently, we used Asbru to obtain an intermediate computerized representation of the guideline, something very useful for our approach, given the di culty of directly using traditional P&S languages for modeling a clinical protocol. Once the Asbru representation of the guideline is translated into an HTN planning domain, and later interpreted by the HTN planner, the result is a sequencing of the clinical tasks tailored to the patient and available resources.
In short, applying our methodology to our case study results in a personalized patient careflow, where decisions about treatment are made automatically while 1) supporting the guideline's control-flow information and the patient profile; 2) respecting the temporal constraints for drug administration; and 3) assigning resources on the basis of their availability. The output of the planner is similar to the fragment in Table 1 for the treatment of patient Job, showing the following information: start and end dates of step, duration of drug administration, the chemotherapy cycle, the oncologist in charge (Paul or John), the drug administered, the patient, and the dose.
Analysis of temporal patterns
We checked that the tool developed, Asbru2HPDL, was able to correctly translate all the temporal patterns found in the Asbru model designed for the Hodgkin's disease protocol. Here, an analysis by example is provided. The analysis identifies di↵erent temporal patterns found in the original guideline, and checks that our methodology works, specifically for the steps of translating the pattern into its corresponding HTN representation and the later interpretation and plan generation by the HTN planner. Table 2 summarizes the patterns analyzed. The translation of these patterns into the corresponding HPDL representation was checked to be correct. The same patterns were also checked to be correctly applied in the resulting plan. Table 2 Note that the patterns analyzed in this research-i.e., multiple task ordering schemas (sequence, parallel), delays, synchronizations and cycles-are commonly used in the definition of clinical guidelines, meaning that our methodology can be extrapolated to other clinical protocols. It can also be adapted to use di↵erent CIG languages. Without a doubt, formalizing guidelines using Asbru (step 1) will remain a di cult task, since this means using the DELT/A tool. The di culties of using DELT/A in our case were o↵set by the fact that the protocol modeled was very well structured, and the decisions appropriate for each profile were accurately described in the guideline text. Of course, it would be ideal to have a higher-level graphical notation for representing guidelines with Asbru. Several knowledge acquisition tools have been developed recently to help with this task -e.g. Gesher and DeGeL [42] -, and these could be integrated into the methodology to facilitate this step.
Example of translation and plan generation
In this subsection we use a running example to describe how the translation developed is carried out, focusing on specific parts of the Hodgkin's disease protocol. At the end of the example, we show a possible plan generated for a specific patient. Due to space limitations we will not show the entire Asbru model, but will describe which elements were used to model each step.
Using the domain-def section, the definition and possible values (using qualitative-scale-def and qualitative-entry)
for the enumerated data types that need to be considered in the protocol (e.g., the patient's gender, types of chemotherapy cycle, di↵erent drug names, etc.) are described. These definitions will be translated into values in the corresponding sections of the planning domain, types and constants:
(:types patient gender CycleType Drug PType -Object)
Using a parameter-group named 'patientInfo', we incorporate the parameters (using parameter-def and raw-datadef ) that need to be defined into the HTN domain (e.g., What is the patient's name? What is the patient's gender? When will the treatment be started?). These will be translated into init conditions of the planning problem, and their values need to be input by the user:
(:init (startdate Job '08/11/2011 08:00:00') (sex Job M)
In order to model the high-level chemotherapy task, we have defined an Asbru plan named 'Init' which has the gender of the patient as its argument. Taking into account the value of this argument, and by using an if-then-else construct, it uses a variable-assignment to assign to the variable 'tipociclo' the type of chemotherapy to be carried out (e.g., OPPA if the patient is male, and OEPA if female). Then, using a plan-activation element, it activates the plan 'Quimioterapia' using the previous variable 'tipociclo' as the argument. Since this is the root task, we automatically add a precondition to instantiate the startdate predicate with the value that has been previously introduced by the user (see above). Basically, this is translated as follows in HPDL:
(:task Init :parameters (?p -patient ?sex -gender) (:method only :precondition(startdate ?p ?ini) ;; this matches with the predicate 'startdate' for patient Job :tasks ( (:inline (or(and(= ?sex F)(bind ?tipociclo OEPA)) (and (not(= ?sex F))(bind ?tipociclo OPPA))) () )((= ?start ?ini)(Quimioterapia ?p ?tipociclo)) )))
The task 'Quimioterapia' is defined in Asbru as an if-then-else block, which activates two di↵erent sequences in accordance with the value of its argument (i.e., it will receive the value OPPA if the patient is male, and OEPA if female).
By declaring a plan-activation inside the then and else blocks, it activates a plan called 'TWO-OPPA-TWO-COPP' in the first case, and a plan called 'TWO-OEPA-TWO-COPP' in the second case. This is translated as an HPDL task with two methods: Actually, the tasks TWO-OEPA-TWO-COPP and TWO-OPPA-TWO-COPP are defined in Asbru as plans which have in the plan-body a set of subplans (type='sequentially') that define a sequence of di↵erent plan-activations.
By way of example, we will focus on the task TWO-OPPA-TWO-COPP. This task is a sequence of two OPPA chemotherapy cycles followed by two COPP chemotherapy cycles (note that it is the case for male patients), such that each cycle must start 28 days after the start of the previous cycle, as specified in the original guideline. To define that condition in Asbru, we add to the second OPPA plan-activation a time-annotation where the starting-shift is specified using the earliest tag, and using as reference point the last activated instance (instance-type, state) of the plan-pointer which points to the task OPPA (i.e., the first OPPA iteration). The specification in Asbru is as follows:
<plan-activation> <plan-schema name='OPPA'> <time-annotation> <time-range> <starting-shift> <earliest> <numerical-constant scale='time' unit='d' value='28'/> </earliest> </starting-shift> </time-range> <reference-point> <plan-state-transition instance-type='last' state='activated'> <plan-pointer> <static-plan-pointer plan-name='OPPA'/> </plan-pointer> </plan-state-transition> </reference-point> </time-annotation> </plan-schema> </plan-activation> Note that the code above is only part of the sequence, but it has to be defined for every chemotherapy cycle within the sequence. The HPDL task for the complete sequence is shown below. Note that the target time unit selected, to be represented in HPDL, is hours (e.g., 672 hours = 28 days), since the granularity of the time constraints specified in the protocol is not less than one hour. This could be modified in the generated planning domain to fit the needs of the protocol. The meaning of the temporal landmarks (e.g., cstart, last completed) has been described above. Essentially, these are a way of referring to temporal points in time whose value will be defined according to the other contraints defined in the plan. As an example, in the code below, the first two lines after the 'tasks' element mean that for patient ?p, each new OPPA cycle must be executed following a delay of 672 hours from the start of the last OPPA cycle, and the start time for each new cycle must be equal to or greater than the time when the last OPPA cycle was completed.
(:task TWO-OPPA-TWO-COPP :parameters (?p -patient) (:method only :precondition() :tasks ( ((OPPA ?p)((and (>= ?start (cstart OPPA))(= ?duration 672))(Delay OPPA)) ((>= ?start (last_completed OPPA))(OPPA ?p)) ((and (>= ?start (cstart OPPA))(= ?duration 672))(Delay COPP)) ((>= ?start (last_completed COPP))(COPP ?p))((and (>= ?start (cstart COPP))(= ?duration 672))(Delay COPP)) ((>= ?start (last_completed COPP))(COPP ?p))) )))
All chemotherapy cycles (OEPA, OPPA and COPP) have been defined in Asbru using a composition of subplans (type='parallel'), where each part of the subplan is similar to the next piece of code. We need to call to 'CicloAdministrar' (see Listing 2), a plan which is defined in Asbru as an unique parameterized cyclical-plan-body definition that receives a set of arguments that define the temporal cycle specifications. Looking at the Listing 2, an example for the arguments values of drug, dose, freq, nrep, fromstart, mindur, maxdur and partof are ADR,40, 14d, 2, 0, 1d, 1d, OPPA. The set of temporal specifications are translated into the HTN planning problem using the temporal specification of Anselma et al. [9] , as seen throughout the paper. For example, we would extract the previous temporal specification, which is within the OPPA cycle, as described below. Again, this should be done for each plan activation of the cyclical plan 'CicloAdministrar'. The translation of the parallel subplans mentioned above can be observed in Figure 5 , and the HPDL specification of CicloAdministrar has been shown in Listing 3. The next step, incorporation of the oncologists' availability (or any other constraint required) in the matching of actions during the plan generation, was explained in subsection 4. Finally, using the domain and problem files generated as input, we can execute the planner, obtaining a plan for the treatment of a specific patient. A fragment of this plan can be seen in Table 1 .
The main features that can be introduced with the proposed translation into a corresponding HPDL representation are, first, the management of complex temporal patterns (like synchronization, delays and cycles) that form part of the treatment plan, and, second, consideration of institutional resources that will be available for carrying out the actions of the plan, and assigned by the planner in accordance with the aforementioned temporal patterns. In addition, once the main structure of the HTN planning domain and problem files have been generated, modification of these domains to incorporate further constraints is possible (e.g., to introduce new drug-selection criteria based on their cost or side e↵ects). These constraints could not be straightforwardly introduced using Asbru, given that its vocabulary is static, but in a language based on first-order logic like HPDL, the semantics of the domain language can be easily extended to cope with the user's needs (e.g., by defining new predicates and functions that can be used as preconditions of the decomposition methods).
However, we also realized during these experiments that the Asbru language is better than HPDL at coping with the representation of dynamic events that are not planned in the protocol, but that might need to be considered during the treatment. For example, dynamic conditions like 'if the patient's body temperature is greater than 39.4 during the treatment, stop the plan until the body temperature is less than 37.2' can be better managed using the state model of Asbru, since HPDL follows a more deliberative model. So Asbru may be more helpful in coping with reactive domains where such conditions need to be considered in the decision support provided. In the case of HPDL, consideration of these dynamic values becomes feasible if a phase is added for replanning and plan adaptation, where the values of dynamic parameters associated with the patient's state could be considered as preconditions of the actions on the planning domain. The values of such parameters should be modified in the problem file, and a new plan should be generated from the time point where further evaluation of these values is necessary. The trade-o↵s of using one model over the other depend purely on the domain, and the needs of the physicians and the organization.
In any case, our impression is that including all possible information needed to react to such exceptions or conditions and to abort the plan, or to stop and restart it, is not straightforward. In some domains, the modeling of such conditions may be unmanageable, and any model will necessarily be incomplete, as well as di cult to maintain.
Of course, consideration of these reactive conditions is essential in some protocols of 'fast' reactive domains, such as the management of heart conditions, where monitoring of the patient's state is critical. In our e↵orts to model the Hodgkin's disease protocol in Asbru in order to generate a plan with the Asbru interpreter, we realized that the simulation needed more complex modeling which is somehow intertwined with the state model transitions of Asbru.
This should not be required in protocols where the monitoring of conditions related to the patient's state is less relevant.
If the modeling is done with simpler control structures, then temporal constraints on planning time can be checked and managed, as in the presented HTN planning system. In such a case the modeling can be simplified, while taking advantage of the powerful capabilities of a higher-level language like Asbru to represent temporal annotations that are not easy to write manually in HPDL. In these cases, the resulting plan can still be very useful for supporting the management and follow-up of the care process.
The experiments described in section 5.2 carry out the di↵erent stages of the methodology developed, in order to ultimately produce a customized patient care pathway. Next, we discuss the relevance of these results, and some thoughts about the translation procedure.
Discussion
While multiple di↵erent care pathways have been developed by hospitals in the past decade, they usually follow paper-based strategies [10, 43] that are cumbersome to use in a real scenario. In such cases, IT support would be helpful not only for their operationalization, but also for their formal modeling [13] . In fact, a CDSS is 'an active knowledge resource that uses patient data to generate case-specific advice which supports decision making about patients by health professionals, the patients themselves or others concerned about them' [44] .
In light of the results obtained, it is clear that a technology like the one presented in this paper, supported by HTN P&S techniques and leveraged by the methodological translation described, would benefit both the modeling and operationalization of such care pathways. Starting from a predefined guideline, our methodology can automatically generate a patient-tailored care pathway, and it can operationalize this pathway within a distributed and shared visualization and execution engine (like a BPM suite) in order to support the decision making process for a specific patient's treatment.
What can we say about the suitability of such an incremental approach for the modeling and generation of the care pathway, where the clinical protocol is first described in natural language, then modeled with a particular CIG language (Asbru), and finally translated into an HTN planning domain? We do not consider this to represent an excessively complex process. On the contrary, this incremental approach can facilitate the pathway's formalization and later refinement. First, communication between the protocol expert and the knowledge engineer during the first stage is easier if the model relies on a CIG-based language than if it is done with a cumbersome planning domain representation (e.g., in HPDL). Second, we ease the traditional di culty of modeling planning domains directly with traditional planning languages and the knowledge engineering requirements for the application of AI planning techniques [45, 46] . This is mainly because CIG-based representations are closer to end users in the healthcare domain, and they can be reviewed more easily, or even formally checked by critiquing [47] . These two advantages are important, since introducing technology-based tools for supporting the knowledge acquisition of clinical protocols to be used in real scenarios is not an easy task.
The oncologists who guided us at the start of this work [20] , and who were involved in the design of the system, confirmed that the automated generation of care pathways will be invaluable in their particular arena of pediatric oncology. They pointed out in particular that such pathways would enhance patient safety by reducing both their stress levels and their likelihood of making mistakes [48] . This is the general feeling in the clinical community overall, where 'the growing popularity of care pathway methodology can be explained by its e↵ectiveness in reconciling clinical and management interests in o↵ering a single solution to shared health service problems' [49] . As suggested by Tim
Benson in [50] , care pathways lie at the intersection where clinicians encounter the individual patient, their medical records, and general clinical knowledge and best practice. In the following section, some related work is mentioned.
Related work
While care pathways are a relatively recent concept, research and development in the field has been attracting increasing interest. A search of Pubmed using the the term 'Clinical Pathway' in the [title] field generated a list of 358 publications (70% of them from the last 10 years), while 172 items were found using the term 'Care Pathway' (85% from the last 10 years). Two main issues can be identified in the literature: the development of care pathways and their later operation in a real scenario (see [51] ). While the work presented here is clearly directed toward the development aspect, we are also concerned about the later operation of the generated pathway, since this is important from the point of view of patient safety.
Undoubtedly, patient safety is the main reason that the source of knowledge for building up a personalized care pathway should be a predefined clinical guideline, a tool that has already demonstrated its value in the clinical community [4] . Note also that there is growing concern that the enormous e↵ort which goes into creating such guidelines may not be matched by the level of adherence to them in practice, and so the use of CIG languages and care pathways is seen as a potential remedy to improve compliance [52] . A step forward to achieve this adherence and compliance is o↵ered by the presented methodology.
In [53] , di↵erent computational paradigms and mechanisms of modeling and managing clinical guidelines are explored and evaluated in terms of their support for multiple patient-care tasks (decision making, the sequencing of actions, goal setting, the interpretation of data, and the refinement of actions). Some advantages and limitations of each approach are summarized. For example, the widely used Petri Nets formalism 'is very good for modeling complex concurrent processes and can integrate guideline-specified activities with organizational models to manage workflow, but it does not have the rich argumentation structure for decision making that other formalisms provide'.
The approach presented, based on translating CIGs into HTN AI planning domains, can bring all these requirements together. Some recent work have paved the way for using AI planning techniques to meet existing challenges in the area of computerized clinical guidelines [17] . For example, in [54] , the authors present an overview of the steps needed to produce and use a computerized guideline, and discuss how AI planning techniques could help address these challenges, focusing on partial order planning (POP), case based reasoning (CBR) and HTN techniques, and keeping in mind the need to accommodate clinician and patient preferences. Moreover, one of the recent challenges for the development of CDSS is how to formalize decisions in a context-sensitive way within extended care plans and workflows [55] , an issue where the application of AI planning techniques can definitely provide some advancement.
Most of the literature related to the aims presented in this paper deals only with the execution of clinical guidelines [56, 57, 17, 19] . To date, few approaches provide clinicians with decision support capabilities at the level of complexity presented in this paper-automatically generating resource-based and patient-tailored care pathways that can be used as reminders, starting from expert knowledge in a predefined clinical protocol, and dealing with the interpretation of complex temporal knowledge. ONCOCIN [58] , one of the first CDSSs that attempted to model the specification of decisions and sequencing of actions over time, pioneered a network-based approach to modeling cancer clinical-trial protocols. However, one of its limitations was that 'events that are not known to the reasoning system will not be represented in the temporal network, so static time intervals have to be specified in advance'. Note that this issue is overcome by our approach, through the use and interpretation of temporal landmarks, where deliberative reasoning and dynamic temporal constraint validation are interwoven to dynamically resolve the problem. More recently, the well-known work by [25] shares similar objectives with the presented approach, translating clinical guidelines, modeled with a graphical tool called GUIDE, into the formal representation of Petri Nets. However, a further analysis of temporal knowledge and its translation, as presented in this paper, was not considered. The TADS system [52] pursues similar objectives, where a guideline is modeled with the PROForma formal language, and later used for decision support. While tackling a similar problem, it presents some limitations concerning its strict workflow-based design, which imposes rigidity, for example compelling doctors to make decisions in the same order. Furthermore, not much is said about its ability to consider the allocation of institutional resources. Its interest is directed more toward o↵ering recommendations at each step of the care plan, unlike our aim of generating end-to-end care pathways that unfold over time.
Some interesting papers provide a more graphical representation of clinical guidelines. For example, the TWAdesigner [16] is a complete and accurate approach to modeling the complexity of temporal constraints in clinical guidelines, and the time-BPMN extension [23] extends the BPMN modeling notation with more complex temporal capabilities. These tools are closer to the end users, and can represent most workflow time patterns [59] . Therefore, it would be interesting to start the translation proposed in this paper from any of these high-level notations instead of from a CIG language (as we did in [22] ).
Another shortcoming of the multiple approaches that have arisen in the community of electronic care pathways is their lack of flexibility. This lack may arise from the rigidity of the design tools used for the pathway formalization (like workflow tools [52] or Petri Nets [26] ), and it is clearly one of the handicaps that must be overcome in this area.
This can also happen due to the static verification of the constraints introduced in the model-a problem lacking in our approach, where constraints verification and analysis is carried out dynamically and supported by a subjacent temporal network which is built up and modified at every step of the reasoning process, o↵ering a more flexible mechanism.
In this regard, work is currently in progress [33, 60] aimed at increasing the flexibility of our approach, so that it can be used in more complex and highly dynamic scenarios. This involves considering exception handling, by including a monitoring engine that detects inconsistent situations and that triggers either a plan repair or replanning step in order to adapt to the new situation. This work will help make our methodology applicable to a broader array of possible cases where the expected clinical variance is much higher.
In our conversations with the oncologists who participated in the project, in the realm of oncology pediatrics, they did not show much intererest in having the planning software capable of managing exceptional conditions. Actually, they seem to prefer the option of deferring the execution of the plan manually in the execution engine (e.g., the BPM engine [37, 38] ). If complications were too complex they would simply abort the plan, as they usually do without any technological support. What they really need support for is the process of developing the treatment plan, in order to improve the patient's long-term care. Regarding the management of exceptions, they are usually directed by their expertise and intuition, and little technological support can be provided here from their point of view.
Conclusions and future work
Recently identified as one of the top ten challenges for the development of a CDSS [61] is that 'it should unobstrusively, but e↵ectively, remind clinicians of things they have truly overlooked and support corrections, or better yet, put key pieces of data and knowledge seamlessly into the context of the workflow or clinical decision-making process, so the right decisions are made in the first place'. The current paper is completely aligned with this challenge. We have developed a knowledge-based architecture (section 3) that accomplishes the contextualization of clinical knowledge for decision support, and that delivers the results in the form of careflows, improving the management of the clinical workflow. This paper has presented an AI-based Knowledge Engineering methodology designed to develop, model, and operationalize patient-tailored care pathways, thus providing an evidence-based clinical decision support system (CDSS) for oncology treatments, and has illustrated it using the Hodgkin's disease protocol. The work described starts from the medical knowledge existing in a previously defined CIG, represented in the Asbru language. By means of a translation into an HTN planning domain, and through deliberative reasoning interwoven with dynamic temporal constraint validation, we achieved a solution for the sequencing and scheduling of the tasks involved in the specific protocol. The result is an automatically developed patient-focused computerized care pathway that respects the patient profile, the institution's available resources and the protocol's temporal patterns.
We have thus presented an interesting technology that could be extremely helpful in medical contexts. Importantly, the HTN paradigm represents knowledge in a similar way to existing CIG languages, by means of a Task Network
Model. In addition, by using it as a target of a translation like the one presented in section 3, support can be provided for a more complex interpretation and management of 1) temporal constraints, 2) resource constraints, and 3) the integration with patient data. These features are not available by default in CIG languages, nor do some existing execution engines provide such a complex support. Actually, the integration with EHRs -also known as electronic medical records (EMRs) or personal health records (PHRs)-is a leading e↵ort in the context of medical research, and the architecture presented fits perfectly for integration with existing CIG.
Finally, it is important to highlight that the appropriateness of using electronic care pathways for decision support, as with paper-based systems, may depend on the specific disease. This conclusion is shared by the oncologists who participated in the Oncotheraper project [20] . In any case, our approach has been shown to be useful for the case study presented in this paper, the Hodgkin's disease guideline, a low-frequency domain where the recommendations o↵ered by the guideline are quite accurate.
We intend to carry out the following improvements in future work:
1. We plan to test our framework with a real use case in di↵erent hospitals, with the help of the oncologists participating in the Oncotheraper project [20] , who have validated our results and are ready to carry out these experiments in their actual environment.
2. We intend to develop an EHR and/or HIS connector, as extracting and integrating the patient profile directly from his/her electronic record will simplify use of this prototype in a production environment.
3. We plan to carry out further tests with di↵erent protocols, to check the portability of our methodology and the architecture for the management of di↵erent diseases, which may need to represent (for example) di↵erent temporal patterns.
A commercial version of the decision support system presented through this paper, developed by a company linked to our research group (IACTIVE Intelligent Solutions 3 ), is being deployed in one of the hospitals participating in the project (Complejo Hospitalario de Jaen). We are currently designing an experiment to evaluate whether the system fully meets clinicians' expectations, primarily reducing their workload in therapy planning tasks so that more time can be dedicated to seeing patients, and also aiding in the management of clinical protocols personalized for every patient.
Furthermore, the company will evaluate whether developing a plug-in that provides similar features for importing knowledge expressed using CIG languages, using the method explained in this paper, might improve their productivity in the knowledge acquisition phase.
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